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Abstract:
In this paper we present a tool environment for semi-automatic verification of basic programming exercises. We describe how graph transformation can be used for analysis of code structures and present an example from a current course.
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1 Introduction
Mapping problems to algorithmic solutions and to program code is a major challenge for first year students. The main problem is the development of an algorithm fitting to the given problem and deriving a corresponding program later on. Experience shows that teaching of abstract structural concepts together with corresponding program structures is an adequate teaching concept.

To internalize this kind of knowledge, numerous accompanying coding exercises are mandatory. Manual correction of these exercises is a protracted work which needs a lot of manpower, especially when the large number of first year students (several hundreds in our case) has to be taken into account. Therefore partial or, if possible, full automation of these corrections would generate a great benefit. Exercises in the field of basic programming are characterized by the fact that a given problem mostly induces only a small number of principal solutions. Furthermore in most cases only a set of similar “standard errors” occurs which can be derived from incorrect usage of the principal solutions the students learned before.

In this paper we describe a graph transformation [EEKR99] based Java code analysis tool for the automatic check of Java applications for “standard errors” specific to a given exercise, so the manual correction later on can focus on more individual problems. The tool supports the full Java 5 syntax and shall provide the basis for more extensive analyses in the future. Its application in the context of exercise testing for a big group of students has been done for collecting experience in a real world scenario. Thus, we can benefit from the results in terms of scalability, the range of possible applications, usage conditions and performance.

The support for structured representation, verification and modification of the Java source code is provided by graph transformation techniques. Graph transformation supports the description of syntax and the formalization of semantic aspects in one coherent formal technique. The representation of source code syntax in a graph structure and its modification by graph transformation has been done in several contexts like program refactoring [ND04] due to its ability of handling structures in a well defined way. Furthermore by using graph transformation it is possible to introduce abstract views on concrete code by e.g. merging elements, or searching for code structures that can occur in arbitrary sequences without loosing
the context of the original code. Several existing graph transformation environments give related tool support which allows to actually apply the idea in practice.

Given these advantages we constructed a tool chain based on a general Java to graph structure transformation, structured graph transformation and transformation back to Java and applied this tool chain to the analysis problem sketched above.

In the following we describe the workflow and tools used for the system. We focus on the static Java code analysis by presenting our analysis approach, showing the buildup of an example exercise together with some corresponding verification tests. In addition we present a brief initial evaluation of our approach and justify the main design choices. At the end with give a brief description of our future work directed towards an additional dynamic analysis.

2 Environment

The workflow of our program verification system includes three main components:

- **Teacher Component:** The teacher creates the coding exercises and corresponding verification tests. For static tests he primary defines the principal solutions of the exercise. Later on graph rules for checking the code for corresponding structures have to be defined by him or a person experienced in creating graph rules. For runtime tests assertions have to be defined which a model checker can check later on. The component stores the rules and assertions for processing students’ solutions.

- **Student Component:** The student uploads the source code of his solution to the server. After performing the checks he gets the information if his code is OK or what kind of standard flaws have been detected. Now he can correct his code and check it again later on.

- **Check Component:** The Server gets the source code of the students, automatically processes the tests using the tool chain described below and stores the results.
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Figure 1: Environment for automatic exercise check

The server component includes automatic verification of the uploaded solution code using rules and assertions defined by the teacher. To realize this fully automated back-end for code verification we combined graph tools for static code verification and for code modifications needed for the model checking [CS01] later on. In the following we describe the workflow realized by the back-end and present a more in-depth view of the tools.
Workflow of the server back-end:

**Static Analysis:**
After the source code has been uploaded and stored into a database it is transformed into a graph structure with java2gmx. Next the graph rules of the specific exercise are applied to the source code graph by using the tool Control for choosing the rule(s) to be applied and AGG (Attributed Graph Grammar System) [AGG06] for actual processing the selected rule(s). If an error is detected a node is generated including information about the specific problem. After procession of all check-rules the resulting source code graph is parsed for these “error nodes” and their content is stored in the database for generating a report which can be accessed by the submitting student. If no error nodes are found the source code is marked as OK.

**Preparing code for model checking:**
Because of possible security problems during execution by the model checker Java PathFinder (e.g. commands affecting the file system) only the usage of predefined libraries is allowed and has to be checked before with the static analysis techniques mentioned above. Then the assertions a teacher has defined before are inserted into the source code of the student’s solution. The assertions are automatically placed in the given code after each assignment of a variable occurring in the assertion. All input operations are replaced with calls to the API of the model checker Java PathFinder including the input range that shall be checked. After finishing these modifications the graph structure is retransformed into Java code by gmx2java.

**Runtime Analysis:**
The prepared source code is compiled and the model checker Java Pathfinder will be started. If an error has been found the error path is displayed and will be stored into the database. The server back-end workflow (fig. 2) combines several existing tools and our own tools. The major challenge is the integration of the various tool formats in a way which assures a coherent presentation of the source code along the tool chain in order to generate useful hints related to the submitted original source code in the case of an error. In addition a good performance and scalability has to be accomplished which has been achieved by coupling the different tools as close as possible, e.g. by using directly the API of the graph transformation tool AGG and not its graphical interface.

Thus the server back-end combines the following tools:

- **AGG:** AGG [Tae00] is a graph transformation tool where graph rules can be applied following the single push-out or double push-out approach [EHK+97]. Graphs in this environment can be attributed by any kind of Java object.
3 Graph based Code Representation and Graph Transformation based Verification

Graph transformations are based on graph grammars that consist of a graph (our Java source code graph representation), and graph rules (our check rules) that perform the transformation. Graph rules consist of a left hand side describing the pattern in a graph to be found, called match, and a right hand side describing the target structure of the transformation. The graph representation of the Java code is based on its AST. Additional dependencies to the AST are created to simplify the pattern matching for code verification later on. These dependencies include among others explicit edges from object usage to its instantiations and from there to its declaration, edges from method calls to the method declaration and nodes for

- Java2ggx: Our tool transforms Java source code into a graph structure and stores it in the graph description format ggx used by AGG. The code is parsed by using the parser generator JavaCC [JCC06] including the Java TreeBuilder which provides the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of Java. Additional edges are introduced to express implicit dependencies in a source code. Thus is a standard technique which allows easier formalisation of transformation rules. The resulting structure is stored in the ggx format.
- ggx2java: Our tool retransforms the ggx graph representation into Java source code.
- Control: Our tool uses the AGG API to initiate the execution of a specific sequence of graph rules and therefore the sequence of the source code checks and modifications needed.
- Java PathFinder: Java PathFinder [Path06] is a model checking tool for Java applications, checking assertions and concurrency faults. It executes all potential execution paths of a program for the whole range of possible input values for the application. The range of these values has to be predefined by the user as well as the assertions.
explicitly defining the beginning and the end of logical blocks. An example of the source code representation is given in figure 3.

The challenge we are facing with our approach for static source code analysis is how to statically test functional aspects of Java programs that are coded in a very restrictive context. The main idea of our approach is to search for principal structures that should be used for solutions of an exercise and to define those as patterns for the left hand side of a rule. If none of these structures can be found, a possible error is indicated and an error node is created whose content is displayed to the student later on. Searching for these solution patterns by graph rules gets more simple the more dependencies of the code have been made explicit.

The patterns currently used can be applied to five main categories of program structures:

- **Intra-method structures**: Major structures to be used in a method like different kinds of loops, recursion or condition statements are covered here.
- **Inter-method structures**: Structures like method calls, parameters, or return statements are checked here.
- **Intra-class attributes**: The declaration and usage of variables and constants in a class is analysed by patterns covered by this category.
- **Inter-class structures**: Here the local object instantiations are covered as well as the calls of methods and public attributes from outside.
- **Combined structures**: More in-depth checks often need a combination of the patterns used above. An example is the verification of the counter variable of a while loop combining an intra-method with an intra-class attributes check.

## 4 Example of Exercise Creation

In this chapter we present the definition of an example exercise and the creation of its principle solutions and corresponding rules. The exercise has been taken from an existing course teaching basic Java programming. It includes the three steps: a) conceptual exercise formulation, b) definition of principal solutions and corresponding flaws, c) creation of check rules.

**Problem statement:**
Implement a dynamic FIFO (first in first out) list with methods for insertion of an element, searching for an elements and deletion of an element.

**Templates to be used:**
```java
class Element{
  String text;
  Element nf;
}
class List{
  Element head, foot;
  void insert (String text){...}
  void search (String text){...}
  void delete (String text){...}
}```
Possible flaws to check (among others):

1. The implementation does not use the templates.
2. The insert method does not consider the head of the list correctly.
3. The search method includes a loop without a structural correct termination condition.
4. The delete method does not consider the correct handling of the list head.

Definition of check rules and rule flow:

Flaw 1:
- Check if the structure of the given templates appears (separately and in combination).
- Check if the methods are named correctly.

Flaw 2:
- Check if the method insert includes a condition containing the sub-term == and a class variable of type Element before or after this expression. The identification of the Element class has to be done by structure check, not by checking the class Name.
- Check if the body of this condition includes assignments from an object of the type Element that is dependent on the method parameter, to the class variable detected before.

Possible solution variant:
```java
class List{
    Element head, foot;
    public void insert (String text){
        Element e=new Element;
        e.text=text;
        if(head==null){
            head=e;
            ...
    }
```

Flaw 3:
- Check for loops included in the search method and check if there is a connection between the termination condition of the loop and the method parameter.
- Check if on the left or the right of the connected element an object of the Element type appears, that points directly or indirectly to the class parameter text.

Possible solution variant (see also figure 3):
```java
class List{
    public void search (String text){
        ...
        while (!e.text.equals(text))
            ...
```
Flaw 4:

- Check for conditions included in the delete method and check if these conditions are connected to class variables
- Check if the corresponding bodies contain a) assignments from these variables and/or b) to these variables.

Possible solution variant:

```java
class List{
    Element head ,foot;
    public void delete (String text){
        if (e==head){ //e represents the text containing
            head=head.nf; ...
    }
```

In the following we show the practical usage of our approach by presenting a description of our implementation for checking flaw 3. Figures 3 and 4 show the main rules used to detect principal solution structures while figure 5 shows the graph of a possible implementation variant. The structure searched for to cover flaw 3 is highlighted here. All figures are from the AGG tool. Some dependency edges from variable usages to their declarations have been hidden in figure 5 for clarity. The graph contains the Element class and the List class just including the search method.

After the while node has been found the corresponding termination condition is analysed. The expression structure is traversed to find a connection to the method parameter text and the reference to the text definition in the Element class.

Figure 3 shows the pattern used to match the reference to the text variable of the Element class. The node mark is used for traversal through the termination condition (traversal rules are not shown here). We avoided to use the name of the variable in this rule. So even solutions using a different name than text for the variable in the Element class are found. The bold text element of the possible solution expression while (!e.text.equals(text)) is e.g. found here.

Figure 3: Rule to detect the usage of a variable declared in the Element class

The second main rule we used is presented in figure 4. Here the dependency of an element in the termination condition of the while loop on the parameter text of the search method is detected. This rules explicitly searches for a method parameter named text that has to be used in the condition of the while loop. The bold text element of the possible solution expression while (!e.text.equals(text)) is e.g. found by this rule.
If the two rules described above find a match in the graph of the Java code then the fact is verified, that the termination condition of the while loop contains the correct reference objects. Further rules could now be used to analyse if these are connected with the method call `equals` of the `String` class. A disadvantage of these rules would be the limited number of possible solutions they cover, because students could e.g. use self written methods for checking the `String` equality. Of course, more general rules can be formulated which cover more correct solutions variants.

So far we presented the static part of the checking. The dynamic part, using pathfinder, is ongoing work. Here the transformation abilities of AGG are essential for the instrumentation of code with assertions.
5 Evaluation

In the first part of this chapter we describe an initial experimental evaluation of our approach while in the second part we justify our main design choices.

Experimental evaluation

We evaluated our approach by choosing typical exercises of an introductory programming course. Here we describe two of them. The first one is used in the middle of the semester including the creation of a dynamic list, search for specific elements and deletion of elements in this list. The flaws we cover here have partly been presented in the exercise above. The second example is used at the end of the semester examining the handling of interfaces in Java. Here we checked among other things the valid connection between interfaces and classes and their correct instantiation.

For our evaluation the exercises have been processed by 7 students. Their solutions have been checked by using the tool environment described in chapter 2. Because of the fact that our approach can not process a full semantic check, the solutions have been additionally analysed manually to investigate possible errors at a more detailed level.

The table below includes the number of rules used for checking the whole exercise, the total number of flaws that can be checked by these rules, the number of flaws found during our experiment and the number of false negatives (the students used structures that we have not anticipated during rule creation) found in the student examples. We also counted the number of solutions containing errors that have not been found by our rules because they appeared at a very detailed level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Interface Example</th>
<th>Dynamic List Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of rules used</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of flaws covered</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaws found in student solutions</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False negatives found in student solutions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors not found in student</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that we needed in both exercises approximately twice as many rules as the number of flaws. The flaws found included wrong class initialisations in the interface example, like $SquareClass\ q = new\ GeometricObjectInterface()$, which tries to instatiate an object by using an interface. Further errors in the dynamic list example included a wrong usage of objects, like the statement $head=head.next$ for list traversal during the search for a specific element, which results in the loss of the head element of a dynamic list. Other more simple flaws covered simply missing statements or missing implementation of demanded functionality. The false negatives in the interface example resulted from the usage of the valid array definition $GeometricObjektInterface\ o[] = \{new\ circle(),\ new\ square()\}$ not covered by our basic array initialisation check in the interface example. The false negatives of the list example resulted from the usage of internal methods not anticipated by us. The errors not found resulted from wrong usage of auxiliary variables.
The result of this preliminary evaluation is encouraging, because of the significant number of flaws found compared to the number of false negatives. However, it can be seen that further abstraction is needed to cover also the false negatives detected here and the handling of auxiliary variables. Of course, this abstraction must not result in false positives. During this evaluation no false positives have been detected.

**Justification of the main design choices**

Graph transformation is a good choice since it allows addressing structural errors in the context of the student’s solutions (see chapter 5). The representation of Java 5 programs using graphs has been chosen to cover a wide range of applications (check and transformation of Java programs). Thus, it may seem that the structure is overly complex. However, the approach was to use the AST plus some additional information to allow a detailed representation. For areas in program checking where a lot of implementation variants have to be covered we use “coarsening” rules, which provide abstractions from the specific graph elements (see chapter 4). The usage of further abstraction techniques is planned to cover information about the software architecture at a more global level e.g. just regarding dependencies between methods and classes.

**6 Related Work**

In [TRB] a similar approach is presented checking Java code for principal solutions based on the AST and a XML description of the solutions to be checked. The principal solutions are either given as concrete Java code or as an abstract structure. The advantage of our graph transformation based approach is the possibility of using abstract elements together with concrete ones, so it is possible to generate check structures at a more advanced level.

From the point of view of a general E-Learning environment our testing tool helps to ensure the quality of a basic programming course by supporting students in their learning efforts and is therefore part of the quality process [Str06]. Other tools used in this context mostly focus either on static- or runtime analysis whereas we offer a combined solution.

Our approach for identification of principal solution structures in source code can be compared with approaches used for design pattern detection [ACGJ01] and the recognition of “bad smelling code” used for program refactoring [FBB+00]. While these techniques focus on the analysis of arbitrary code, patterns analysed are on a more abstract level like class dependencies or method interactions. Because of the more specific context of our code we can create more in-depth analysis, including more semantic aspects.

**7 Remarks and Future Work**

In this paper we presented an approach for source code analysis by graph transformation and its applicability in a real world example. We focused on a tool environment combining several existing and self-implemented tools covering the complete Java 5 syntax for verification of first year student exercises.

Currently we implemented the back end tool chain and generated several exercises. The next step is the implementation of the web access and checking the exercises of a whole semester. The verification environment will be used in the basic Java programming course “Programming” in semester 2006/2007 with about 500 students.
Further work will analyse the scalability of this approach detecting the limits of this “exercise specific” process verifying the functional aspects. Furthermore we currently investigate the detection of problematical structures derived from non-functional aspects like performance, and maintainability.
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